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BRAVE CHANGING WORLD: 

INBOUND KEEPING YOU POSTED 

 

News & Views #21 
  

  

It’s the holidays and you have earned them! In this week’s selection of our posts, 

roaring engines are in focus: we give a nod to bikers including Hell’s Angels as well as 

to racing car pilots. Digital brings new risks and correlatively new needs (e.g. cyber-

security in F1, bullet-proof traceability in art) as well as new opportunities (e.g. online 

education). No wonder digital pure plays VMX and CLA are holding up so well. 

Innovative acquisition models like SPACs keep gaining traction in the US (Inbound 

can confirm with EDTX). The need for re-invention has become criticial in fashion 

and retail, although some things never change like the power of branding (check the 

prices of some of these sneakers) 

  

https://mailchi.mp/inbound.capital/inbound-capital-newsletter-9378504?e=dbe29cf097


 

Have a great holiday! 

  

The Inbound Capital team  

www.inbound.capital 

  
 

 

SMALL CAPS  

 

 

    

GLOBAL SMALL/MID CAPS: WHEELS OF STEEL 

Troubled HARLEY DAVIDSON (HOG US) should have been an unlikely beneficiary of social 

distancing - but it's not: at $28/share HOG is back where it was 10 years and 20 years ago. 

The (motor)Cycle of (listed) Life? Aversion for public transport and ride-hailing has recently 

been positive for (e-)bike, scooter, skateboard and motorcycle makers - also all more 

affordable tickets than cars and big leisure motorbikes like your favourite Harley Davidson, 

often a trophy item. Check Niu Technologies (c.$1.5bn market cap): NIU US has more than 

doubled since IPO in October 2018. All are great ways for people to avoid each other: call it 

the ride - not the march - of growing individualism in the 21st century 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

       

 

VERIMATRIX (VMX FP) MEETS W SERIES? CYBERSECURITY IN F1 

As a broadcast-only 24h du Mans is now due to take place late September, the cyber-security 

https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=47fa6cbef3&e=dbe29cf097
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issues giving nightmares to F1 stables are coming in even starker focus: the financial odds are 

so great after all. Since the "Stepneygate" in 2007 when McLaren was inflicted a $100m fine 

for stealing data from Ferrari, the F1 sector is actually quite advanced in regard to cyber-

security. It's not only on driving tracks that speed is the essence: collecting and treating 

reliable data in the fastest-possible way is critical to get ahead. Every stable is vying with each 

other using supercomputers - whose calculating power is now restricted by the Federation 

Int'ale Automobile (FIA) - to ensure pilots get critical driving data in real time...making 

hackers and ransomware designers drool. No wonder leading cyber-security names (e.g. 

Microsoft, Darktrace) are increasingly associated with the motor racing sector. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

      

CLARANOVA CONTINUES ITS STRONG GROWTH TRAJECTORY... 

The group published solid annual 2019/2020 revenue up 56% at €409m above the estimated 

consensus at €396m. This reflects a strong business resilience in the COVID-19 context with 

an organic growth of +20% in 2019/2020. Organic growth has even accelerated in the last 

fiscal quarter (Q4 2019/2020) to 34%. This good performance was driven by the PlanetArt 

FreePrints apps and online sales of Avanquest proprietary software (PDF and Photo). The 

focus on digital activities combined with freemium and B2C business models enabled 

Claranova to weather this difficult period with agility and continue to grow into next year. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

START-UPS & TECH  
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RAIDERS OF THE LOST ART: MONET+WARHOL+BASQUIAT COLLATERAL 

VICTIMS OF 1MDB 

The US Justice Department has listed artwork by leading art figures among the assets targeted 

in its four-year long fight to recoup the monies traceable to Malaysia's $4.5bn 1MDB bribery 

and money-laundering scandal. Shame these masterpieces have not benefited from Arteïa 

(www.arteïa.com)'s advanced blockchain-based technology for superior traceability: US 

prosecutors would have saved themselves a lot of time (and taxpayers' money). As money-

laundering schemes involving artworks are becoming more global and more sophisticated, 

they call for more technologically robust digital solutions such as Arteïa's. This is a key 

concern for art owners - from HNWI to family offices - as well as galleries but also leading 

wealth management and private banking firms providing art curator services as part of their 

turnkey offerings, 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

     

 

MASS FASHION AND RETAIL NEED TO RE-INVENT THEIR MODEL 

The demise of certain well-known retail brands (e.g. Camaieu) has certainly been triggered 

by the sanitary crisis, but structural issues were at work for a while already - not least an 

acceleration of competition due to online pure players and the compression of items' shelf 

life. Consumers' buying patterns have also dramatically changed, moving away from price 

and style towards new criteria: durability, recycling/upcycling power, i.e. definitely E+S in 

ESG. Most established retail brands have been blind to these trends and are currently paying 

https://capital.us4.list-manage.com/track/click?u=07ad5d9a1a36d020590736356&id=8dcbbf2ee0&e=dbe29cf097
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the price. Worse the more mass market oriented, the more difficult it has been for them to 

adapt to these new E+S requirements. New rental models that are firmly positioned in the 

premium/high fashion segment such as UneRobeUnSoir (www.1robepour1soir.com) have 

more than a fighting chance to come out stronger from the current sector transition. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

     

 

SAVE OUR (UK) START-UPS: IN ACTION 

Initial #capitalpilot #data supports #BAME and #femalefounders 

Sorting the #wheatfromchaff amongst #startups is a laudable development for the private 

capital ecosystem. #capitalpilot has a mission to at first rate, then present, investable 

companies to those looking to increase asset allocation to private capital, at a time when 

#COVID19 has created an immediate need for greater support for pre-seed and seed stage 

SME's. The next stage is to channel those rated companies towards investors through a £50K 

Boost Fund where rated companies will receive £50k to help them manage this COVID-

induced eco-pause. This is a significant Win-Win for investors as risk is spread not only 

across many handfuls of companies (you can invest monthly), but those companies have 

already been 'approved' through a rating system. These new disciplines are welcome and 

#inboundcapital believes they are here to stay. Our job is three-fold; 1) Find companies to be 

rated 2) Find investors for the Fund 3) Raise equity for the Fund Manager, #Capnova. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

FINANCE & ECONOMY  
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SPACS SUCCESS! 

SPACs are becoming increasingly popular among investors: SPAC IPOs have increased in size 

and volume, with the 2020 IPOs being already more numerous than for the whole year of 

2019. 

EdtechX (https://lnkd.in/ddws9QZ) was a pioneer in the SPAC area and acquired Chinese 

Meten just before Covid-19 accelerated the education shift to digital. 

Inbound Capital is well placed to tell, as sole advisor to the Sponsor Group's fund raise up 

until the EdtechX IPO on Nasdaq and subsequently IR of EdtechX Holdings Acquisition 

Corp! First SPAC in Europe/UK on global Education/Training/Edtech! 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

     

 

BACK TO (ONLINE) SCHOOL... 

As #backtoschool creeps onto the calendar and many ask who will actually be attending a 

classroom near you and when? It might seem that investors in US private online educator 

Skillshare don’t harbour the same confidence that #borisjohnson expounds, that come what 

may, we will ensure a return to face to face education at the expense of all other ‘out of 

home’ shared activity. On the contrary, the series D has just raised $66m with almost all lead 

investors following their money from the 2018 Series C. If you agree with a structural move 

to video based education, are wondering how to play this theme in the listed world, and you 

can see past the emerging #US coldness towards #china, #inboundcapital can point you at 

#NASDAQ listed MetenEdTechX (METX) - the premier online teacher of the English 

language in China. Whilst it got ahead of itself briefly reaching unicorn status post listing, the 
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share has now fallen >50% sending a very different message to that being seen in US private 

markets. 

Click here to find out more >> 

  

 

LIFESTYLE & OTHERS  

 

 

    

  

THE SHOES MAKETH THE (WO)MAN: POWER OF BRANDING 

For all the angst created by talks about entering the so-called New Normal, it's reassuring to 

see that leading fashion brands and efficient influencers (vade retro, marketing gimmick 

satanas) manage to extract the same kind of enthusiasm/hysteria as in the Old World. Proof 

of that can be found in the wide spectrum of prices for sneakers, some suddenly back to 

vintage life and/r or super trendy: spot the difference (if any). Call it social progress: it's 

socially acceptable to shop at Lidl now. 

Click here to find out more >> 
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Inbound Capital acts as outsourced IR for Verimatrix (VMX FP) and Claranova (CLA 

FP). 

Inbound Capital acts as lead advisor for the current funding round of private 

company ARTEÏA. 

Inbound Capital acts as Fund Raiser for private company W SERIES. 

Inbound Capital provides IR services for private company Une Robe Un Soir.  

Inbound Capital has acted as fund raising and IPO advisor for EdtechX Holdings and 

then outsourced IR for EDTX US 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
The information used in preparing this document was obtained either from public sources or from 

sources to which Inbound Capital have been authorised access. Inbound Capital has made no 

independent verification of the information. Accordingly no representation or warranty of any kind 

(whether express or implied) is given by Inbound Capital and its employees as to the accuracy, 

completeness or fitness for any purpose of this document. 
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